Healthy Franklin County Leadership Meeting
Monday, July 16, 2018  12:00—2:00 p.m.
SHIC Conference Room 2
Members Present: Pepper Carbaugh, Joanne Cochran, Jan Collier, Denise Esser, Nickie Fickel, Kelly Goshen, Carrie Gray, Robin Harmon,
Karen Johnston, Daphne Murray, Heather Myers, Noel Purdy, Barb Rossini, Shelly Schwartz, Annette Searfoss, Megan Shreve, Ann
Spottswood, Sam Thrush
Guests: Scott Schoenberger (representing Kristin Carroll) & Amy Pinkerton (Franklin County Head Start)

Topic
Welcome &
Introductions
Approval of
Minutes
Project Manager
Report

Discussion
Noel welcomed the group & introductions were made. Annette also
introduced Amy Pinkerton, the new Executive Assistant at Franklin County
Head Start.
Motion for approval of the April 16, 2018 minutes by Shelly Schwartz with a
second by Joanne Cochran. All were in favor.
Governance Committee Update: Noel reported that the committee has been
looking at recruitment & make-up of the Leadership Committee. They have
identified a list of current members to reach out to regarding their attendance
& also other possible people/organizations to be added to this Committee.
They plan to make those connections by August to align with the kick-off of the
CHNA process.
Meetings were held with HFC task force co-chairs to check in regarding year 2
& 3 CHIP action plans and also to validate if they are available to be appointed
for a term. Noel reviewed the list of co-chairs & shared that Kenny
Wuertenberg has resigned & Kelly Goshen has agreed to co-chair the Mental
Health Task force along with Lori Young.
The co-chair positions will be a 1-year term & they can serve 3 consecutive
terms, but they must be appointed annually, with no term limit.
Motion by Shelly Schwartz with a second by Karen Johnston to approve the cochairs for the HFC task forces as presented. All were in favor.
Ad Hoc Diversity, Inclusion and Discrimination Update: Noel shared that the
ad-hoc group is researching what is going on in the community. They had a
meeting with CASD officials & counselors to see where the school district is
with diversity & inclusion. The CASD team shared a list of interventions that
they are providing for diversified populations, but they do not have a strategic
plan to address diversity & inclusion. The ad-hoc group wants to follow up on
a climate survey that was done a few years ago & they also want to have a
follow up meeting with the counselors. A question was asked about what the
interventions are that the school district is using. Scott Schoenberger shared
these include such things as the backpack program, providing lunches during
the week over summer break, etc. One of top priorities the district is seeing
are socioeconomic & mental health issues. The ad-hoc group will continue
with research & an environmental scan rather than forming a task force at this
time. A comment was shared that it can be seen that Summit Health & their
partners are being more intentional regarding the social determinants of
health.
2018 CHNA Planning: Noel shared that they have been working with NRC to
do a smaller scale survey using some questions from the previous CHNA. NRC
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has presented an overview of data, but there are still additional questions to
be addressed with them. Conversations have started with Berwood Yost of
Franklin & Marshall & hope to have a meeting scheduled for the 3rd Monday in
August to start communication with Berwood. Berwood will be looking at NRC
data & we will be talking with our partners about the process.
Ann shared with the group that they are doing fantastic work here in Franklin
County, both individually & collectively. Ann shared a few slides on preparing
for the upcoming CHNA process. Ann also shared a copy of Alaska’s health
impact pyramid & encouraged the group to keep the health impact pyramid in
mind when planning interventions. Ann shared several examples of
interventions & the group discussed if they were effective, had limited
effectiveness, or not effective. Ann shared an opportunity she, representing
Summit Health, recently had to present at a Congressional Listening Session
addressing food insecurity. At the session, she shared a video about people
from the Towers in Chambersburg & the work happening there, along with
presenting messages on Inspiring Hope, antecedents and anchors of poverty &
the transportation iceberg. Ann also encouraged the group to think about
where they stand in their work with policy.
Inspiring Hope for a Bright Future & Public Health Training 101: Noel
reviewed the evaluation summary data handout for both events. Attendees
shared that they did learn from both programs. There was good feedback on
the poverty simulation & it helped reinforce what was taught. Attendees at
the events included many of our partners, Summit Health, Franklin County
government, and education (LPN & early childhood). There was not much
participation from the school districts at the Public Health training, but it was
shared that the school districts have done some education on this previously.
Noel said a follow up meeting is planned with the mid-Atlantic Public Health
group & they hope to do more training in the future.

Task Force
Reports

HFC Scorecards and CHIP Year 3: Noel reported that they are still collecting
data & are meeting with task forces/work groups to talk about year 3 of CHIP.
Nutrition: Karen shared that they continued with year 2 goals & they have
different strategies & programs they are using. The task force is looking at
what they want to continue with year 3 & what changes can be made to have a
bigger impact. It was a tough year in that some members of the task force left
the team which impacted some of their programs. They are taking a look at
what would be more effective with some of their programs & also what they
can do within the school systems. They continue work with CASD & TASD on
wellness policies & have a good relationship there, so they will grow the
programs there & then try to move to other districts. There is support on
expanding the community gardens. For the backpack program, they are
looking at how to get healthier food into them. The task force is exploring
cafeterias, both in the schools & work place. Nickie shared that they are
looking at the health impact pyramid & social determinants of health to see
how they can have a bigger impact in year 3. They may look at churches & see
how they can make impact through their food pantries, church picnics, etc.
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Mental Health: Kelly shared that they need to restructure the task force to
include more mental health representation. The task force discussed
screening for depression at primary care providers, but there is currently a
waiting list for getting help so screening is not doable at this time. The
depression work group chair is no longer able to lead, but the Mental Health
Association still held a conference. She reported that the adolescent work
group is looking for members. The Suicide Prevention Coalition reported that
over 500 people received QPR training, online & face-to-face.
Access to Care: Joanne shared that the task force accomplished all goals but
one in year 2. Highlights of the year:
• The clinic is becoming successful & may expand to include a dental
program.
• Keystone hired 16 new providers & Summit Health hired 5 with 4 or 5
psychiatrists coming this year.
• Keystone & Summit Health are strengthening their care management
programs.
• Task force is working at having RNs & LPNs working at top of their level.
• Reduced waiting list
• Navigator program was the most successful year to date.
• Still working on issues related to transportation.
• Have had good discussion with non-Keystone/Summit Health task force
members on what they are doing within their organizations regarding
access to care.
• The task force’s newest goals will include early intervention with Head
Start.
Daphne shared about community health workers & the fact that they are not
always medical in nature, but they can go along side community members &
help them navigate the system & make sure their needs are met. They started
exploring using community health workers with the first one being under a
Summit Endowment grant. Two programs are active now -- one at the Towers
to assess the needs of residents & the other is geared toward diabetics to work
with them to reduce hemoglobin levels below 9. The community seems
receptive of these workers. These programs are currently funded through a
Summit Endowment grant. It was suggested that perhaps we need a volunteer
agency/board in this community to help with connecting with those in our
community who need assistance navigating the system & making sure needs
are met.
Physical Activity: Sam shared copies of the GetFit Franklin County brochure
recently created by the Physical Activity Task Force, which was funded by a
grant through the Franklin County Commissioners. Sam highlighted the
walking routes noted in the brochure. Heather noted that the community
engagement work group discussed the pros/cons of physical activity
prescriptions, and a “prescription” was included in the brochure with a “clip &
mail”portion that people are encouraged to fill out & return. It was reported
that the Walking Parties were taking up a lot of the work group’s time & they
tried using volunteers for those with some success, so this is on hold for now &
they are looking at future direction & if/how to be involved in other walking
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programs within the community. For Built Environment, Sam shared that for
the past several months they have been working on a physical activity
webmapper, which is a website to see where you can do physical activity. The
plan is to have parks, trails, bike routes, membership gyms, etc on the
webmapper. The project is currently at the County’s GIS department & they
hope to roll it out within the next 2-3 weeks. The webmapper will be located
at the County’s website. The feasibility study for a bike library/share program
is complete, but liability insurance is a barrier. They are leaning toward a
library-type program & have talked with Summit Health about liability
insurance coverage, but they are not in a position to take it on. The task force
needs to decide who to approach regarding liability insurance, or if they can do
without liability insurance. It was suggested that the brochure be shared with
Stacy Yurko for Information & Referral posting.
Summit Health: Barb encouraged the group to watch the “Who to Invade
Next” documentary which discusses various topics on what other countries are
doing better than the US. She also referred again to the Alaska health impact
pyramid diagram provided earlier in the meeting & asked that if organizations
have root cause data that they share the data with this group for the
upcoming CHNA.
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Ann mentioned the CDC PreventT2 classes offered by Summit Health. Nickie
shared that they will be offering these classes at Antrim BIC Church. It was
advertised within that church & a retired nurse recruited several class
members from within the congregation.
Franklin County: Sam reported that Franklin County Planning released a
request for Tourism & Quality of Life Enhancement grant funding, which is due
at end of August & then will be presented to the review committee. Guidelines
are available on the County website.
Greater Chambersburg Chamber Foundation: Robin shared that Leadership
Franklin County is for looking for projects. Let her know by July 21 if you have
any project ideas.
Practical Nursing Program: The program is celebrating their 60th year of
providing practical nursing education in Franklin County. Jan shared that there
will be public tours of their new building available & they are also still working
on their capital campaign & have reached two-thirds of their goal.
Head Start – Annette shared they’ve received Pre-K Counts funding which will
provide 5.5 hours of instruction/day. CASD will increase from seven to nine
classrooms this year. WASD received funding for five full-day classrooms.
GASD will have one new classroom this year, for a total of two. TASD will have
2 classrooms & FMSD one classroom.
SCCAP – Megan shared that they are bringing in Dr. Al Condeluci who does
fantastic work on engaging disenfranchised people groups and the importance
of relationships with those we serve on September 18, for the annual banquet.
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Shelly Schwartz shared the need for representation from the faith-based
community around the HFC planning table. Noel reported that they’ve
identified several on their list of potential new members & they will be
reaching out to them.
Meeting adjourned at 1:40 PM.
• August 20 (tentatively) – Meeting with Franklin & Marshall for CHNA
planning
• October 15, 2018 – 12:00 p.m.

Action

